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General Manager’s Report 
Firstly I apologise for my mess up with the March newsletter in respect to the future pathway for          
marketing /advertising. For those members who were concerned please be assured that there is not and 
never has been any intention to change the name of Emu Valley Rhododendron Garden. 

In conjunction with the Destination Action Plan for Burnie we are trying to get the message out that Emu 
Valley is a Garden for all seasons with its wonderful woodland theme and our world renowned Rhododen-
drons. 

Except for one on 12 May we had our last cruise ship for the season on Tuesday March 27 and someone 
not involved with Emu Valley asked what do we do now that there will not be much going on for a few 
months — how wrong! 

We have our radio advertising campaign running, increased on line marketing, Autumn Spectacular on 
April 21,  the Botanic Gardens Australia New Zealand Open Day on 27 May and Mother’s Day. Planning 
is also well under way for the Cherry Blossom Celebration, the Flower Season Opening and very            
importantly looking at options for events during our winter months. There is so much happening and   
then there is all the work being done to keep our garden looking so good.  

The Autumn Spectacular is hopefully going to be a big day showcasing the brilliant colours in the garden 
this time of the year. Please get the message out. The day runs from 10 to 4 featuring the Burnie Concert 
Band and the Segway Singers — check out the flyer!!! 

Please keep the ideas and comments coming in.  

Geoff – geoffreywood@me.com   0427 722060 
 

Social Meeting Report 18th March 
After Ethel Tavner had officially welcomed those present, General Manager Geoff spent time clarifying the 
confusion that had arisen over a proposed marketing plan for Emu Valley Rhododendron Garden. Aided 
by Board member Carolyn Watson-Pau, they were able to allay fears some felt, that a change of name for 
the garden was being instigated. 

Kathy made available some attractive posters promoting the upcoming Autumn Spectacular. These are to 
be displayed around the community. Along with advertising on air, via Coast FM on 106.1 for Burnie, or 
104.7 Devonport, there are now more chances of people learning about the garden and its location. 

Maurie shared interesting information about some conifers that are in our garden, along with some new 
ones which are to be added in the near future. 

A seasonal lull in the production of blooms resulted in another flower voting display of a solitary entry. 
Congratulations to Melvie Moore for finding an attractive cluster of small mauve/purple daises to bring 
along, while we others are struggling to find anything.  

The Door prize, a dainty little vireya, was claimed by Beris Medwin, while Warren Caple carried home the 
raffle, a “Winter Sweet” (Chimonthus praecox).  Pete. 

Welcome 
A warm rhodo garden welcome to new members Faye & Ian McCarthy. 
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Around The Garden 
I hope the Easter Bunny was extra kind to you all but you still found time to work out in the garden 
or better still, perhaps you made a visit to EVRG ? Whatever you did, I hope it was a relaxing day. 

During last week Maurie, Trevor and I started a list of species that need to be planted out and we have now 
begun allocating positions for these as we have had a reasonable amount of rain at the garden plus the soil 
is still warm. This will promote good root growth so it makes the perfect conditions to be planting now . 
We have already planted out 77 rhododendrons at the time of writing this, in countries such as Sichuan,  
Tibet and Yunnan along with another 120 set aside which we hope to get in to the ground by the end of 
this week. We will start on sorting through the vireyas, deciduous azaleas, hybrids and mixed variety of trees 
and shrubs shortly. We then need to fertilise and mulch these new plantings to give them the best chance of 
living a healthy and happy life. Plenty to do and the list seems to keep on growing! 

Tips for Autumn: 

 Now is a great time to fertilise your lawn. As I said above, the soil is still warm so things might be 
slowing down on top, but below the surface there’s still plenty of activity going on. Use slow release 
lawn food to promote a strong root system and it will also thicken up the grass above. 

 Autumn is the ideal time to divide clumping, strappy-leafed plants such as clivia, day lily, iris etc which 
may have become scruffy and/or flowered poorly. No need to be gentle when separating as they are 
all quite tough and will thrive on parting ways with the clump that they have become. Put half of it 
back to regrow and use the excess elsewhere or give some to a friend. You can never have too many 
plants right?  

 Transplant evergreen shrubs and small trees now but leave deciduous plants until Winter. 

So many colours in all areas of the garden, you really need to come and see them for yourself... see 
you at our Autumn spectacular day!  Neet 
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The Emu Valley Rhododendron Garden is proudly sponsored by: 

R. dauricum 
With a distribution from E. Russia, Siberia, Mon-
golia, N. China and Japan R. dauricum is a very  
useful species for its hardiness and early flowering. 
 

In its native environment plants can reach 2.5   
metres while in Japan some rather delightful dwarf 
forms have been selected. 
 

R. dauricum is a semi-deciduous lepidote (a plant 
with scales on the underside of the leaves), with 
flowers ranging in colour from pale to deep rose-
purple, to pale pink and white - even doubles can 
be found!  The leaves are elliptic in shape, rounded 
at each end and being semi-deciduous the leaves 
that remain turn purplish-brown in winter.  
 

R. dauricum was described by Linnaeus in 1753 and was introduced to western cultivation in 1780. Many inter-
esting clones have been selected some low in stature, others tall. Most are free flowering, the dwarf forms seem 
to be later flowering extending the flowering season somewhat.  
 

Here at Emu Valley plants can be found just below the Wisteria car park in association with R. mucronulatum 
and in Japan on the bank on the western side of the Sea of Japan. Maurie 


